Experience a collection of sustainable
furniture made with a unique
plant-based material jointly developed
between Maria Yee & BASF

www.mariayee.com/my

MARIA YEE, Inc. is thrilled to introduce my™ by Maria Yee, a collection of furniture and
lighting designs made with a unique plant-based material we jointly developed with BASF,
the world’s leading chemical company for sustainable product solutions.
my features this innovative material which we have coined “LUX”. It is a revolutionary use
of natural fiber that enables innovative and sustainable furniture design. Based on
advanced technology designed for the European auto industry, LUX is an entirely new
composite material created to bring lightweight strength, safety and earth conscious
practices to home furnishings. It’s a material that is durable, resistant to heat, stain and
mold, and affordable. In addition to a low VOC profile, it is composed of five bast plant
fibers (flax, jute, hemp, kenaf and sisal) that do not contribute to deforestation nor
compete with human food chain supply.
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We challenge ourselves and the industry as a whole to provide more sustainable solutions
for each step of the process including, but not limited to design, application, manufacturing, packaging and transportation. From the growth of the plants to the final product and
every step in between, the incorporation of LUX into my collections is a safe and sustainable solution for the environment, for your home, and for those working in the factory.

What is my by Maria Yee made from?

Sustainable, natural, “bast” type plant fibers: flax, jute, hemp, kenaf and sisal.
Harvesting these fibers does not contribute to deforestation, nor does it compete with the
food supply chain. These fast growing fiber sources make up approximately 80% of the
reinforcement fibers in the LUX board used in my. These plant yields are 80 times faster
than red oak which is commonly known for being a fast growing hardwood species.
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Where is the LUX material currently being used?
The incorporation of natural fibers in place of materials cited for emitting VOCs is a practice
that has been implemented in the automotive industry by well-known luxury brands like
BMW and Mercedes-Benz E-class roof frame. The material has gained recognition for its high
performance and has been used in other brands within the industry such as Volkswagen, GM
and Opel.

Mercedes-Benz E-class roof frame

Natural bast fibers enhanced with BASF resin
technology, like those used in my, have been
used throughout the automotive industry in
light-weighting applications. Some examples
include door panels in BMWs and
Mercedes-Benz E-class roof frame. These
lightweight materials help to improve fuel
efficiency
through
significant
weight
reduction helping car manufacturers meet new
regulatory fuel consumption standards. At the
same time, LUX meets the demand for
increased renewable material choices in this
industry.
Automotive applications are the first example
of
natural
fiber
composites
being
implemented in environments where high
performance is a must. In addition to a low
emissions profile, natural fiber composites
maintain
comparable
performance
to
traditional materials with the added benefit of
being lightweight.
In the furniture industry, LUX has considerable
potential due to its lightweight characteristic.
This translates into my products having lower
shipping costs and being easily moved from
one place to another without damage.
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Indoor Air Pollution

my breathes fresh air into the furniture industry in more ways than one. Studies have
shown that a major source of indoor air pollution comes from formaldehyde, a pervasive
chemical that has been found to cause and contribute to allergic ailments.
Formaldehyde is identified as a volatile organic compound (VOC), which means it
transfigures into a gas element at room temperature. Products containing VOCs release
these compounds in a process called “off-gassing”, and this is how air gets polluted. This
chemical is found in a multitude of products that make their way intohomes, offices,
schools and retail stores. It is commonly used in composite wood products such as
plywood and MDF.
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Why is LUX superior to MDF?

LUX is a lighter, stronger, more stain resistant, mold resistant alternative to MDF. It’s green
too. The BASF binder used in LUX for my furniture creates a material with a very low
volatile organic compound (VOC) emission proﬁle. Binders used in MDF boards often
contain phenol formaldehyde (PF), urea formaldehyde (UF) or isocyanate based binders
which can result in harmful exposure during manufacturing and usage. LUX is free of any
harmful emissions.
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LUX can be used as a replacement to
traditional MDF in different furniture
applications. In addition to a low VOC proﬁle,
natural ﬁber composites offer signiﬁcant
weight reduction of furniture.
Through the intelligent design of LUX, the
performance of an MDF board can be achieved
while contributing to a signiﬁcant weight
reduction.

MDF
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A LUX board is approximately 60% less dense, which can result in up to a 90% weight
reduction when compared to an MDF board. When immersed and saturated with water,
LUX panel thickness may increase but the panel will recover to its original dimensions and
dryness after being removed, while MDF will warp and distort when subjected to the same
conditions. The LUX material rivals and surpasses traditional furniture making materials
with its low emissions, moisture performance, and mold resistance.
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Plantasia Loly Bench Left Sofa features a continuous curve of
upholstery over LUX material , that form both the back and the seat
of the bench, making for a unique coned corner and stunning center
reveal. A compelling graphic from every view, the sweeping form of
the bench is derived from the extraordinary ability of LUX™ to bend
along complex curves and its remarkable strength to be used as a
structural material. The LOLY benches are designed as mirrored
halves that can be used individually as accent seating, combined
end-to-end to form an extended unit or arranged together as
complimenting pieces of a set.
Dimensions: 44.0”W x 29.0”D x 32.0”H
Plantasia LOLY Standing Lamp is a curious corner lighting unit with
both a unique glow and a distinct silhouette that adds intrigue and
accent to any room. The form of the lamp is derived from the
extraordinary ability of LUX to bend along complex curves. Light from
the linear center is beautifully diffused onto the surfaces of the LUX
shade creating interesting gradients and shadows on the surface of
the material.
Dimensions: 18.0”W x 11.0”D x 69.0”H
Plantasia LOLY Hanging Lamp
Casting both a unique silhouette and remarkable glow, the LOLY
Hanging Lamp makes for imaginative accent lighting. The distinct
box-curve is constructed of Black LUX and houses the LED light
source, while the acrylic strip mirrors the curve, allowing light to
travel along its polished edges to complete a luminescent loop of
radiant light.
Dimensions: 30.0”W x 10.0”D x 60.0”H
Plantasia C Side Table
The C side table is a new twist on a classic design. Exploring the
unique properties and possibilities of LUX, this eco-friendly side table
can cozy up to a sofa while remaining lightweight and aesthetically
intriguing. The elegant curve creates a stimulating visual while
allowing additional storage space.
Dimensions: 18.0”W x 14.0”D x 24.0”H
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Plantasia Aura lamp
Aura Lamp is a modern design derived from the ancient art of
origami. Bold lines capture the eye and create a unique and intriguing
form. Light emits from behind the crevice and is heightened by brass
accents that contrast against the rich black LUX material. This
eco-friendly light exemplifies the materials ability to be rigid while
remaining lightweight.
Dimensions: 28.0”W x 9.0”D x 72.0”H
Plantasia Ruby Chair
Inspired by the lines, folds and patterns of Origami, the Ruby Chair is
an imaginative take on the modern lounge chair. Formed entirely of
LUX, the design pushes the limits of the material, showcasing its
unique and remarkable structural abilities. The crisp folded lines allow
for an interesting play of light and shadow, showing subtle variations
that beautifully emphasize the faceted exterior of the chair.
Dimensions: 44.0”W x 43.0”D x 35.0”H
Plantasia Bowie Planter / Hall Tree
Bring the outside in by hanging your green creations on this
whimsical planter. Four holders made of LUX material hang and spiral
upwards so that you may build your very own hall “tree” to warm up
any space.
Dimensions: 20.0”W x 20.0”D x 60.0”H
Plantasia Quartz Coffee Table
In colorblocks of black and natural, the Quartz Coffee Table is a
striking picture of contrast. This piece features a stunning corner
detail, formed entirely by origami folding. The play of light and dark is
beautifully enhanced by shifting shadows along the folded
corners,creating the sense of looking at facets of a jewel.
Dimensions: 60.0”W x 24.0”D x 16.0”H
Plantasia Tropos 76" Dining Table
This sleek and modern dining table lets the materials take center
stage, featuring an uninterrupted table top of rich, glistening black
material and a minimal but distinct steel base that is available in
black or brass finishes. The unique confluence of new and familiar
materials in this beautiful design makes this piece the perfect
addition to any clean, green dining setting.
Dimensions: 76.0”W x 40.0”D x 30.0”H
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Plantasia Tropos 64" Sideboard
The clean, minimal design of the Tropos 64” Sideboard is accented by
a keen sense of proportion and texture. The harmonizing balance of
contrasting materials takes this pieces from understated to discreet
elegance.
Dimensions: 64.0”W x 20.0”D x 36.0”H
Plantasia Diamond Lounge Ottoman
Inspired by the lines, folds and patterns of Origami, the Diamond
Lounge Ottoman makes for a statement center piece that offers
diverse functionality as a coffee table, an ottoman or even as seating.
The fold lines along the sides of the Ottoman shows subtle variations
in light and shadow, and adds depth and interest to this clean,
modern design.
Dimensions: 47.0”W x 43.0”D x 15.0”H
Plantasia Wings de LUX
Looking for a piece that really stands out and leaves an impression?
Look no further! The playful and stunning mobile is sure to be the
focal point of any room. Available in two sizes, this mobile captures
the whimsical elements of paper planes into a graceful statement
piece.
Dimensions: 120.0”W x 120.0”D x 37.0”H (large)
Dimensions: 48.0”W x 25.0”D x 27.0”H (small)

Plantasia Bowie Coffee Table
The Planta Bowies Coffee Table elevates any room with its smart use
of the LUX material. This piece speaks volumes about the unique
material’s ability to be curved with a design that “looks what it does.”
Dimensions: 48.0”W x 24.0”D x 18.0”H

Plantasia Quartz Stool
Inspired by the simple lines and folds of origami, the Quartz Stool is
an interesting spin on a basic form. Its subtle twist profile makes for a
statement end table or stool. This modern, multi-functional piece
shows beautiful gradients on its curved sides as light plays off of its
folded lines and edges.
Dimensions: 18.0”W x 18.0”D x 18.0”H
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The 1088 Storage Desk combines smart functionality with unique
form. This compact desk features both open and closed storage, a
beautiful bent LUX base and a stunning wood top.
Dimensions: 48” x 22” x 30”

Diamond 22” Side Table features a stunning faceted case , fo
The 1088 Collection Bed is a modern take on a classic bed. By utilizing
by creating folds in LUX, that make for an interesting play of ligh
unique materials and showcasing subtle design details in the
the surfaces of the rich textured material. The origami inspired f
headboard, this lightweight Bed is anything but ordinary. Available in
are accented by a hint of solid wood that forms the drawer pull
twin, twin XL, Full, Queen, and King
Dimensions: 45” x 84“ xwhile
38” the Chestnut base elevates and keeps the piece light and
The 1088 Collection 24" End Table plays on the extraordinary ability
of LUX to bend and create unique curves. This small but striking piece
features ﬂoating shelves on a curved LUX panel with wire
management. This piece can be oriented in multiple ways owing to
its distinctive curved form.
Dimensions: 24” x 12” x 24”
The 1088 Collection 3-Drawer Chest utilizes functionality with
unique materials. A slight curve accentuates the form adding subtle
detail. This cabinet features an elegant bent LUX structure with
stainless steel pulls.
Dimensions: 36” x 21“ x 36”
The 1088 Collection 18" Cube Stool utilizes simple geometry with
unique material. Used as a desk stool, end table, foot rest, and more,
the Cube stool is a versitale design.
Dimensions: 18” x 18“ x 18”
Plantasia Bowie 65" Bookcase shelf explores the unique properties
and possibilities of LUX, pushing the materials limits. Mingling simple
engineering with thoughtful design, the Bowie Double Shelf plays on
form while simultaneously being minimal yet inviting. Lightweight,
intriguing, and functional makes this eco friendly piece a well
balanced solution for showcasing items and doubling as a room
divider.
Dimensions: 65” x 13“ x 72”
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Alma Twin XL Bed combines sustainability with function in an
elegant fashion. The headboard doubles as storage space adding
additional usability to a simple and sleek design.
Dimensions: 48” x 22” x 30”

Alma 38” Bookcase is a compact, double sided shelving unit that
can also be utilized as a room divider. Playing off the unique
properties of LUX, this bookcase is both functional and whimsical.
Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 35.0”H
Alma 3-Drawer Chest reinvents a familiar furniture from through
the innovative properties of LUX. The lightweight yet durable
abilities of LUX allows the chest to fully function as storage while
signiﬁcantly reducing its overall weight.
Dimensions: 60” x 18” x 20”

Alma Wardrobe with Drawer reinvents a familiar furniture from
through the innovative properties of LUX. The Drawer can be pulled
out and placed under the Alma bed to allow for open shelving or to
change the conﬁguration of the wardrobe.
Dimensions: 48” x 23“ x 30”

Diamond 48” Modular Desk is a versatile and beautiful work station.
With easily customizable accessory storage bins and the option to
add drawer storage, the Desk can be tailored for unique study and
work requirements. The origami inspired faceted edges on the LUX
drawer box and the subtle angles on the wood edges makes for a
great play of light and shadow and completes the piece. Also
available in a 60” version.
Dimensions: 48” x 23“ x 30”

Diamond Desk Drawers Left and Right are inspired by origami
and can be added to the Diamond 48” and 60” Desks.
Dimensions: 15” x 17“ x 20”
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Diamond 22” Side Table features a stunning faceted case , formed

by creating folds in LUX, that make for an interesting play of light on
the surfaces of the rich textured material. The origami inspired folds
are accented by a hint of solid wood that forms the drawer pull,
while the Chestnut base elevates and keeps the piece light and airy.
Dimensions: 48” x 22” x 30”

Diamond 60” Sideboard breaks the conventional box exterior to

form stunning faceted doors creating origami-like volumes. The
triangular wood pulls and angled sections of the solid wood base
mirror the fold patterns on LUX and completes this statement piece.
Dimensions: 60” x 20” x 35.0”H
Diamond 60” Media Cabinet breaks the conventional box exterior
to form stunning faceted doors creating origami-like volumes. The
triangular angled sections of the solid wood base mirror the fold
patterns on LUX and completes this statement piece.
Dimensions: 60” x 18” x 20”
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